One major challenge to delimiting species with genetic data is successfully differentiating 23 species divergences from population structure, with some current methods biased towards 24 overestimating species numbers. Many fields of science are now utilizing machine learning (ML) 25 approaches, and in systematics and evolutionary biology, supervised ML algorithms have 26 recently been incorporated to infer species boundaries. However, these methods require the 27 creation of training data with associated labels. Unsupervised ML, on the other hand, uses the 28 inherent structure in data and hence does not require any user-specified training labels, thus 29 providing a more objective approach to species delimitation. In the context of integrative 30 taxonomy, we demonstrate the utility of three unsupervised ML approaches, specifically random 31 forests, variational autoencoders, and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding, for species 32 delimitation utilizing a short-range endemic harvestman taxon (Laniatores, Metanonychus). First, 33 we combine mitochondrial data with examination of male genitalic morphology to identify a 34 priori species hypotheses. Then we use single nucleotide polymorphism data derived from 35 sequence capture of ultraconserved elements (UCEs) to test the efficacy of unsupervised ML 36 algorithms in successfully identifying a priori species, comparing results to commonly used 37 genetic approaches. Finally, we use two validation methods to assess a priori species hypotheses 38 using UCE data. We find that unsupervised ML approaches successfully cluster samples 39 according to species level divergences and not to high levels of population structure, while 40 standard model-based validation methods over-split species, in some instances suggesting that all 41 sampled individuals are distinct species. Moreover, unsupervised ML approaches offer the 42 benefits of better data visualization in two-dimensional space and the ability to accommodate 43 various data types. We argue that ML methods may be better suited for species delimitation 44 3 relative to currently used model-based validation methods, and that species delimitation in a truly 45 integrative framework provides more robust final species hypotheses relative to separating 46 delimitation into distinct "discovery" and "validation" phases. Unsupervised ML is a powerful 47 analytical approach that can be incorporated into many aspects of systematic biology, including 48 species delimitation. Based on results of our empirical dataset, we make several taxonomic 49 changes including description of a new species. 50 51 52 Key Words: Random Forest, t-SNE, Variational Autoencoders, ultraconserved elements, 53 integrative taxonomy, Opiliones 54 4 Modern species delimitation is becoming increasingly objective relying on, for example, 55 statistical thresholds and/or clustering algorithms to identify species in multivariate 56 morphological space (e.g., Ezard et al. 2010; Seifert et al. 2014) , or using the multispecies 57 coalescent to identify the boundary between population and species level divergences using 58 genetic data (e.g., Yang and Rannala 2010). Similarly, species delimitation is becoming 59 increasingly integrative, combining multiple data types in a reciprocally-illuminating framework 60 providing more robust final species hypotheses (Dayrat 2005; Schlick-Steiner et al. 2010 ). The 61 empirical process of delimiting species has been portrayed by some authors as occurring in two 62 separate phases (Carstens et al. 2013 ): a discovery phase where a priori hypotheses are formed 63 based on one or more data types, followed by a validation phase where species hypotheses are 64 further tested using an independent dataset, typically nuclear genetic data. Of utmost interest in 65 using genetic data in species delimitation, whether as validation or otherwise, is successfully 66 distinguishing population structure from species level divergences. Recently, Sukumaran and 67 Knowles (2017) demonstrated that the multispecies coalescent model will support population 68 level divergences, an assertation previously demonstrated empirically (e.g., Niemiller et al. 2012; 69 Hedin et al. 2015). 70 Across many fields of science, a great deal of attention has been given to machine 71 learning (ML) approaches, where an algorithm can be trained to make future decisions without 72 user input. Recently, ML methods like random forest (RF; Breiman 2001) have been 73 incorporated into systematics and evolutionary biology, with applications in barcoding (e.g., 74 Austerlitz et al. 2010), environmental DNA metabarcoding (e.g., Cordier et al. 2018), population 75 genetics (e.g., Schrider and Kern 2016; Schrider and Kern 2018), and predicting cryptic diversity 76 (Espíndola et al. 2016). Most relevant here is the use of RF in phylogeographic model selection 77 5 (Pudlo et al. 2016; Smith et al. 2017) and speciation/species delimitation (Pei et al. 2018; Smith 78 and Carstens 2018) where it can be used as a validation tool distinguishing among multiple user-79 specified models given a priori information about the training data. Similarly, non-RF ML 80 approaches have been used to model biogeographic processes (Sukumaran et al. 2015). In these 81 examples a supervised ML approach is used, where simulated datasets based on user-specified 82 priors are used as training data, and a classifier is built to choose among different models or 83 species hypotheses given observed data. For example, the recently developed RF-based species 84 delimitation program CLADES (Pei et al. 2018) approaches species delimitation as a 85 classification issue. Here, a two-species model with varying divergence times and population 86 sizes, with or without migration, is used to simulate the training datasets for classifier 87 construction. Multiple population genetic summary statistics are computed for labeled training 88
subspecies in these SRE harvestmen (Derkarabetian and Hedin 2014) . As such, and more 160 importantly, we consider Metanonychus species limits relatively straightforward where the 161 species are "obvious" making this an excellent system to test ML approaches. 166
Species Delimitation Workflow 167
We consider species as "separately evolving metapopulation lineages" (de Quieroz 168 2007) , that in practice are genetic clusters of samples corresponding to monophyletic lineages 169 that show fixed morphological differences. For the discovery phase, our a priori species are 170 based on inferred well supported COI clades and fixed differences in male genitalic morphology. 171
We use two popular discovery-based genetic clustering approaches as "standards" to assess the 172 utility and results of three ML methods. All SNP-based clustering analyses utilized the 10 adegenet/STRUCTURE formatted file (.str) as input, which allowed minimal file format 174 conversion from "standard" to ML approaches. 175
Species Discovery 176
The COI gene was sequenced for at least one sample from every collecting locality, plus 177 two outgroups from the sister genus Sclerobunus, using multiple primer combinations (online 178 Appendix 1). DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) using 2-3 179 legs, PCR experiments followed Derkarabetian and Hedin (2014) and amplified fragments were 180 Sanger sequenced at Macrogen USA. The Sanger-sequenced COI dataset was supplemented with 181 COI sequences derived as "UCE-bycatch" (e.g., Zarza 
Standard Genetic Clustering 229
As a comparison for the efficacy of unsupervised ML methods in inferring structure and 230 optimal clustering, we used two popular approaches. First, STRUCTURE version 2. As input for VAE we use SNP matrices converted via 251 "one-hot encoding" where each nucleotide is transformed into four binary variables unique to 252 each nucleotide (e.g., A = 1,0,0,0; C = 0,1,0,0; etc.) including ambiguities (e.g., M = 0.5,0.5,0,0) 253 using a custom script. The VAE is composed of an encoder and a decoder. The encoder takes the 254 one-hot encoded SNP data and infers the distribution of latent variables, given as a normal 255 distribution with a mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ). The decoder then maps the latent 256 distribution to a reconstruction of the one-hot encoded SNP data. As there are two latent 257 variables, SNP data for each sample can be visualized as a reduced two-dimensional 258 representation. Details of the VAE and the training procedure are in Supplementary File: Figure  259 1. 260 t-SNE was executed using the R package tsne (Donaldson 2016) . After preliminary 261 testing, several parameters were specified: maximum iterations (max_iter=5000), perplexity=5, 262 initial dimensions (initial_dims=5), and number of dimensions for the resulting embedding divergence (a measure of the difference between high and low dimensional representations) 265 should stabilize at a minimum. Perplexity is a measure of the balance between the local and 266 global elements of the data; essentially how many neighbors a particular sample can have. This is 267 a somewhat subjective parameter, where lower perplexity will produce tight well separated 268 clusters, and higher values will produce more diffuse less distinguishable clusters. However, 269 results and clusters are typically robust across a wide range of perplexity values (Pedregosa et al. 270 2011) and methods have been introduced to make perplexity selection automatic (Cao and Wang 271 2017). With large datasets it is recommended to perform dimensionality reduction on the data via 272 PCA or a similar algorithm prior to implementing t-SNE (Pedregosa et al. 2011 ). As such, we 273 perform t-SNE using the results of the initial PCA as input. 274
With RF and t-SNE, we also tested three different types of input format using the 70% 275 SNP dataset. First, the SNPs were represented as raw nucleotides with ambiguities in standard 276 IUPAC coding, extracted directly from .vcf files using the vcf2phylip script 277 (github.com/edgardomortiz/vcf2phylip). Second, the raw SNPs were converted to haplotypes 278 using the script SNPtoAFSready.py (github.com/jordansatler/SNPtoAFS). Third, the raw 279 unphased nucleotides were converted into numerical format via one-hot encoding. For the first 280 two datasets, the Ns were coded as blank, and PCA could not be conducted as the variables are 281 categorical. As such, t-SNE was run using the cMDS output. 282
Unsupervised ML Clustering 283
To assess the performance of clustering based on ML results relative to widely used 284 STRUCTURE and DAPC approaches, four sets of clustering analyses were conducted using RF, 285 VAE, and t-SNE outputs. First, to confirm that cluster assignments are equivalent to DAPC and 286 STRUCTURE assignments, PAM clustering was conducted using the cluster R package 287 (Maechler et al. 2018 ) with the optimal K selected from DAPC. The next three clustering 288 methods test whether the optimal K can be inferred correctly relying solely on unsupervised ML 289 results. PAM clustering was done on all output, including both the proximity matrix and cMDS 290 for RF, across K of 2-10 with the optimal K having the highest average silhouette width 291 (Rousseeuw 1987 ). Next, PAM clustering was conducted with the optimal K determined via the 292 gap statistic using k-means clustering implemented in the factoextra R package (Kassambara and 293 are calculated for the simulated training data and the observed data, which are then treated as 309 variables. The classifier is then used to infer whether the observed a priori species are equivalent to the same or different species. As input we use the UCE loci in two different analyses: 1) an 311 analysis validating a priori species hypotheses ("spp" dataset); and 2) an analysis in which every 312 individual was treated as a distinct species ("ind" dataset). 313 the monophyly of the nigricans and setulus groups and recovered the same clades as COI, but all 365 internal nodes were fully supported ( Supplementary File: Fig. 3 
Standard Genetic Clustering 378
For the 70% and 50% SNP datasets, both STRUCTURE (DK) and DAPC favored an 379 optimal K=6 (Fig. 2 a, 
390

Unsupervised ML 391
Unsupervised ML analyses were relatively quick and computationally inexpensive taking 392 1-3 minutes for each of the three algorithms when run locally. All ML analyses were run 393 multiple times producing identical clustering results. For the 70% dataset, all clustering 394 approaches for RF (cMDS and isoMDS), VAE, and t-SNE resulted in an optimal of K=6, with 395 the exception of the cMDS with hierarchical clustering resulting in an optimal of K=7 splitting 396 the southern clade of the setulus subspecies, and hierarchical clustering of VAE with an optimal 397 of K=7 splitting mazamus (Fig. 2, Fig. 3 ). Importantly, all K=6 clustering assignments were 398 identical to those from DAPC and STRUCTURE. For the 50% dataset, an optimal of K=6 was 399 
Supplementary Material 427
All Metanonychus input matrices (COI, UCE SNPs, UCE loci, and .csv files) are 428 rufopunctata, to K=7 in some replicates of t-SNE clustered with gap statistic splitting U. 442 scoparius. The t-SNE and VAE plots recover the hybrid species U. rufopunctata as a linear 443 "grade" between the parental species U. cowlesi and U. notata, and assignment uncertainty of the 444 hybrid samples are seen when σ is also visualized ( Supplementary File: Fig. 7) . 445 446 probability assignments for P. blainvillii samples ( Fig. 5d and Supplementary File: Fig. 7) . 460 461 
DISCUSSION 466
Reconsidering (SRE) Species Delimitation 467
Commonly used validation approaches relying on genomic-scale data have the potential 468 to identify population structure and oversplit taxa (e.g., Sukumaran and Knowles 2017), a 469 problem that can be exacerbated when studying SRE taxa with inherently high levels of 470 population structure. Model-based validation analyses relying on the multispecies coalescent as 471 currently implemented (e.g., BPP, SNAPP) seek to identify separate panmictic gene pools. This 472 approach may not be suitable for all taxa given the diversity of biological characteristics unique 473 to particular groups or organismal types with differing degrees of population structure and 474 isolation, etc. (Sukumaran and Knowles 2017) . While the issue of population structure in species 475 delimitation has recently come under focus from a methodological perspective, the potential 476 misinterpretation of population structure as species level divergences in empirical data has been 477 a concern for taxonomists focusing on SRE taxa for a relatively long time (e.g., Hedin 1997 Unsupervised ML clustering of SNP data provided reasonable species hypotheses that 482 were largely identical to commonly used discovery-based analyses. However, when used with 483 validation methods, the same data supported unrealistic results severely overestimating the 484 number of species. Most importantly, clusters identified in unsupervised ML approaches 485 obviously correspond to species, implying that cluster separation was dominated by species-level 486 divergences and not population structure. If validation analyses show increasing support for 487 more complex species delimitation models, up to the most unrealistically complex model possible given the data (i.e., each individual specimen as a distinct species), those analyses do 489 not contribute useful information to the final species hypotheses. Similarly, the possibility of the 490 most complex model being favored, whether actually tested or not, makes "support" for any less 491 complex alternative models meaningless. If we did not run the K=30 SNAPP analysis or the 492 "ind" analysis in CLADES, a more realistic 6-7 species hypothesis would be favored validating 493 all a priori species, without any consideration of more complex hypotheses that are actually more 494 likely. For Metanonychus, validation analyses were effectively ignored in the formation of final 495 species hypotheses, and the information content of the SNP dataset was squandered, not being 496 used to its full potential. While *BFD/SNAPP is useful for testing alternative assignment 497 hypotheses, its use as a validation tool to determine the number of species is certainly 498 problematic for SRE taxa, and more broadly for any taxon with significant population structure. 499
Because model-based validation analyses have the potential to delimit population level 500 divergences, that does not mean they only identify population-level divergences. However, the 501 confirmation that validation analyses are operating at the species level can only be assessed when 502 species delimitation is conducted in an integrative framework, and we reiterate the statement by 503 Sukumaran and Knowles (2017) that external information (i.e., different data types) are needed 504 to confirm delimitations made based on genetic-only analyses. Ultimately, we argue that the 505 separation of empirical species delimitation into two distinct phases (discovery and validation) 506 limits the potential utility of the "validation" data type in informing species hypotheses in a truly 507 integrative manner. Data types used in the discovery phase inform the a priori species hypotheses 508 used as input for the validation phase, but the data type used in validation does not reciprocally 509 inform the other data types. Ideal integrative taxonomy as described by Schlick-Steiner et al.
(2010) utilizes multiple data types in a reciprocally illuminating framework where discordance 511 between datasets requires consideration of the underlying biological processes. 512
Machine Learning in Species Delimitation 513
The goal of this study was to explore how well unsupervised ML methods can 514 successfully identify clusters equivalent to species and correctly infer the expected number of 515 clusters. We argue that species delimitation in Metanonychus was relatively "simple" showing 516 essentially no discordance between datasets and provided an excellent study system to explore 517 novel approaches. In an integrative framework, our results suggest that the expected number of 518 species, determined via mitochondrial and morphological analyses, can be correctly inferred 519 across multiple clustering algorithms using the RF distances, the latent variables of VAE, and the 520 t-SNE embeddings. Most importantly, unsupervised ML approaches coupled with standard 521 clustering algorithms did not oversplit the data by distinguishing samples based on population-522 level structure, but instead formed clear clusters equivalent to species-level divergences. While 523 these unsupervised approaches seemingly work well with relatively clear species, their ability to 524 correctly cluster samples in more difficult speciation scenarios (e.g., rapid and recent divergence, 525 divergence with gene flow, etc.) remains to be tested, although results in Uma are promising. 526
For unsupervised RF, more consistent and "accurate" clustering was achieved using the 527 cMDS output. Like DAPC, multiple dimensions are used to inform the optimal clustering 528 strategy. Conversely, isoMDS by default only outputs two dimensions for clustering. isoMDS 529 may be suitable for significantly diverged taxa, in which case it can sometimes produce a better 530 two-dimensional visualization of the data relative to cMDS. VAE and t-SNE clusters were 531 exceedingly obvious regardless of data type, and robust across multiple iterations and varying 532 parameters. t-SNE was designed purely for the visualization of high dimensional data, although 533 given a low dimensional embedding as output, clustering is an obvious application. It has been 534 noted that t-SNE clusters, cluster size, and distances between clusters may not have any relevant 535 meaning (Wattenberg et al. 2016 ) and clusters should be interpreted with caution. As t-SNE does 536 not preserve the density of actual clusters completely, density-based clustering algorithms (Ester 537 et al. 1996; Campello et al. 2013 ) may offer an improvement relative to other clustering 538 approaches. Regardless, in the datasets used here, inferred clusters have obvious biological 539 meaning corresponding to species which were corroborated by other analyses and data types. 540
More consistent and accurate clustering results were obtained with the 70% taxon coverage 541 dataset. Samples with a higher percentage of missing data might be reconstructed in closer 542 proximity by unsupervised ML methods, regardless of phylogenetic proximity, simply because 543 they share high levels of missing data. This is particularly the case with data converted to one-544 hot format where a missing SNP was coded as "0,0,0,0", although we designed our VAE to mask 545 missing data. 546
Neural networks have mostly been designed/used for identifying the latent space of 547 images, the most relevant examples including the citizen science natural history observational 548 platform iNaturalist (www.inaturalist.org) and classification of ants (Boer and Vos 2018). Here 549 we show that VAEs, which leverage neural networks to learn a probability distribution of the 550 data, can learn phylogenetic structure with the latent variables. In contrast to t-SNE, VAEs are 551 nicely derived from formal Bayesian probability theory, and can hence be used to score the 552 probability that the new data belongs to a trained set of data or is a new species. The standard 553 deviation around samples/clusters is an inherent result of a VAE analysis and visualization 554 makes the assessment of cluster distinctiveness or uncertainty relatively straightforward. One 555 drawback is that it is not straightforward when to stop training a VAE. Overtraining a VAE can 556 lead to overfitting the data, which results in clusters that are still present, but the probability 557 distribution over the data is less general, and hence cannot be used reliably for downstream 558 analysis. One solution is to partition a small fraction of the training data as a validation set, 559 which can be used to determine when training should be stopped, a technique in ML known as 560 early stopping (Goodfellow et al. 2016 ), although we use a "dropout" approach to prevent 561 overfitting. Given results presented here, the robustness of output to parameter variation, and its 562
Bayesian nature, VAEs are very promising for future incorporation into systematic applications. Unsupervised ML methods do not make assumptions about data type (e.g., genetic versus 576 morphological, etc.); data are merely treated as data. If approaches that are not specifically 577 designed for a particular data type successfully identify/corroborate a priori species, the resulting 578 species decisions are more robust. However, the underlying assumption is that the analyses are 579 operating at the species level. As with many dimensionality reduction techniques, unsupervised 580 ML methods will uncover any underlying structure regardless of the taxonomic level or type of 581 data. As such, integrative taxonomy with multiple data types and analytical approaches is ideal. 582
Conversely, this insensitivity to taxonomic scale makes unsupervised ML relevant to population 583 level analyses and phylogeography as well as species delimitation in taxa across varying 584 divergence times, for example, divergences of ~20 Ma in the Metanonychus setulus group down 585 to much more recent species divergences of <1 Ma reported for Uma (Gottscho et al. 2017) . 586
An additional appeal of some ML approaches is their ability to be conducted in a "semi- If model testing is integral to the study it seems more logical, particularly in cases where 602 genetic data is the only reliable way to assess species limits (i.e., cryptic species), to rely on 603 algorithms that utilize prior information in the form of training data based on parameters 604 associated with the particular biological characteristics of a given organismal type, thus taking 605 the biology of the organism more directly into account. For potential future analyses of SRE 606 harvestmen using supervised ML methods, training data could consist of multiple "curated" SRE 607 datasets where species are known and well-supported, which would then be used for SRE taxa 608 with unknown or uncertain numbers of species. While CLADES oversplit Metanonychus 609 supporting every individual as a species, we do not see this as a negative for the approach, but 610 rather as imperative to create and use curated training datasets reflecting the biological 611 characteristics of the study organism to fully leverage the power of this approach. More recently, 612
Smith and Carstens (2018) developed delimitR, a supervised ML approach that treats species 613 delimitation as a classification problem, using the binned multidimensional Site Frequency 614 Spectrum as the predictor variable to build an RF classifier that can distinguish among different 615 speciation models, the response variables, selecting the model with the most votes. Training data 616 is simulated based on specification of several priors (guide tree, population size, divergence time, 617 migration) either known or estimated for the particular study system. DelimitR is a promising 618 approach as priors are used to create the simulated data for classifier construction, making the 619 analysis more specific to the biology of the focal taxon. 620
In general, unsupervised ML approaches offer the benefits of better data visualization in 621 two-dimensional space and the ability to accommodate various data types. Like current methods 622 combining multiple data types into a single analysis (e.g., Guillot et al. 2012; Solis-Lemus et al. 623
(e.g., morphological, genetic, chemical profiles, etc.) are combined into a single dataset for 625 downstream clustering. Many ML algorithms are well-suited for species delimitation, providing 626 promising avenues of incorporation into standard systematics protocols and excellent resources 627 are available for implementation (e.g., http://scikit-learn.org, https://keras.io, 628 www.tensorflow.org). ML algorithms, even those designed for image analysis or pattern and text 629 recognition, all seek to identify and learn the underlying structure of input data via 630 dimensionality reduction of some form. This can be leveraged for all data types in diverse ways, 631 for example, representing a multidimensional vector of population genetic statistics as an image 632 to be analyzed via neural networks . As recently discussed in regard to 633 population genetics , with a basic understanding of the types of ML 634 algorithms, the applications to species delimitation become obvious and exciting with the 635 potential to aid in all aspects of systematic biology.
